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Alignment of heavy few-electron ions following excitation by relativistic Coulomb collisions
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The Coulomb excitation of highly charged few-electron ions in relativistic collisions with protons and low-Z
atoms is studied within the framework of first-order perturbation theory and the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock
method. Apart from the computation of the total excitation cross sections, a detailed theoretical analysis has
been performed for the magnetic sublevel population of the residual ions. To describe this population, general
expressions are derived for the alignment parameters of the excited states of the ions, taking into account the
relativistic and many-electron effects. Calculations are performed for the K→L and K→M excitation of
helium- and lithiumlike uranium ions and for a wide range of projectile energies. It is shown that the alignment
of heavy few-electron ions is sensitive to relativistic and magnetic-interaction effects and, hence, to the
collision energies of the projectiles. The theoretical predictions are discussed in the context of recent measure-
ments on the Coulomb excitation of heliumlike uranium U90+ ions which were recently performed at the GSI
storage ring in Darmstadt.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.77.042722 PACS number�s�: 34.50.Fa, 31.15.V�, 31.30.J�

I. INTRODUCTION

Owing to recent advances in heavy-ion storage rings
�1–5� and electron-beam ion traps �EBITs� �6,7�, new ion-
electron and ion-atom collision experiments have become
possible during the last decade. In these collision experi-
ments, attention was first paid to those processes that may
lead to the formation of excited or ionized states of the pro-
jectile ions. In the high-Z domain, the deexcitation of these
states then usually results in the emission of one �or several�
x-ray photons until the ground state is reached. Indeed, the
analysis of the “characteristic” radiation has attracted much
recent interest, by both experiment and theory, since it helps
to improve our understanding of the electronic structure as
well as of the population dynamics of highly charged ions.
For example, recent investigations of the angular distribution
and linear polarization of the characteristic radiation, follow-
ing the radiative electron capture �REC� into the excited
states of high-Z, bare ions, have revealed valuable informa-
tion about the multipole-mixing phenomena in heavy atomic
systems �5,8–10�. In a series of experiments, moreover, the
x-ray emission from the projectile ions provided insight into
the inner-shell ionization of heavy ions at storage rings
�11,12�.

Among other processes, the Coulomb excitation of few-
electron ions by collisions with electrons and atoms also
leads to the formation of excited ionic states. In these ion-
atom or ion-electron collision experiments, a preferred direc-
tion is typically defined for the overall systems, both at stor-
age rings and at electron-beam ion traps. Obviously, such a
preferred direction may result also in an alignment of the

excited ions—that is, an unequal population of the magnetic
sublevels of the ion with different moduli of the �magnetic�
quantum number �MJ�—and subsequently in an anisotropic
emission and nonzero polarization of the characteristic x-ray
photons �13–15�. In the past, the angle- and polarization-
resolved analysis of the characteristic radiation has been of
ongoing interest owing to its importance for the diagnostics
of high-temperature laboratory and astrophysical plasmas
�13,14,16–20�.

However, while most investigations of the Coulomb exci-
tation in ion-atom collisions and the subsequent radiation
dealt in the past with low- and medium-Z few-electron ions
�21–29�, there is a lack of data for the high-Z domain and
relativistic ions. Only for the case of H- and He-like bismuth
ions have final-state resolved data been reported �30,31�.
These data were discussed in detail with fully relativistic
calculations performed on the basis of first-order perturba-
tion theory for the pure one-electron case. These findings
underline that only a complete consideration of the Lienard-
Wiechert potential allows the investigation of the role of the
magnetic interaction in relativistic ion-atom collisions �32�.
However, within the latter experiment, only total x-ray yields
were studied. A first experiment on the angular distribution
of the characteristic x-ray emission, following the Coulomb
excitation of heliumlike U90+ projectiles in collision with N2
target molecules, has been performed only recently at the
GSI storage ring �33�. For He-like U90+ ions, the analysis of
the measured emission pattern allowed one to obtain detailed
information about the magnetic sublevel population of the
1s2p1/2

3P1 and 1s2p3/2
1P1 ionic states. Up to the present,

however, no comparison between these experimental results
and theoretical predictions has been done because of the lack
of fully relativistic calculations for the excitation of high-Z
few-electron projectiles. Therefore, a rigorous theoretical
analysis for the Coulomb excitation of heavy projectiles is
highly desirable, including both the relativistic and many-
body effects of high-Z few-electron ions.
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In this contribution, first-order perturbation theory is ap-
plied in order to explore the alignment of high-Z few-
electron ions following their Coulomb excitation in colli-
sions with �low-Z� targets. We suppose that the alignment of
the excited projectiles is determined completely by the par-
tial cross sections for the excitation into the magnetic sub-
levels, leaving apart possible “cascade” effects due to the
decay of some energetically high-lying levels. In Sec. II A,
we shall first discuss the evaluation of the �Coulomb� exci-
tation amplitudes and cross sections within the semiclassical
approximation �SCA�, in which the projectile is assumed to
move with constant velocity along a straight-line trajectory.
For fast collisions of heavy projectiles, this approximation is
well justified and has been utilized at a number of places. In
particular, here we explain how the partial excitation cross
sections can be traced back always to the bound-bound tran-
sition amplitudes whose properties are discussed in Sec. II B.
The computation of these amplitudes within the framework
of the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock �MCDF� method is
later outlined in Sec. III and utilized in order to determine
the alignment of helium- and lithiumlike uranium following
the K→L and K→M excitation of a 1s electron. The results
of our many-electron calculations are presented in Sec. IV
and are discussed in the context of recent experimental data.
Finally, a brief summary and outlook are given in Sec. V.

II. THEORY

A. Projectile excitation in the semiclassical picture:
General formalism

Since the first-order perturbation theory has been applied
very frequently in the study of heavy-ion collisions, here we
restrict ourselves to a short account of the basic formulas and
shall refer for all further details to the literature
�4,32,34–37�. In the semiclassical picture, the projectile
moves with a fixed velocity �p=vp /c, relative to the speed of
light c, along a straight-line trajectory which is characterized
by the impact parameter b. A �Coulomb� excitation or ion-
ization of the projectile may occur in this picture due to the
Lienard-Wiechert potential of the target atoms,

A� = �
i=1

N

�p
�ZT

ri�
�1,0,0, + �p� , �1�

as seen by the projectile electrons. In this potential, ZT is the
charge of the target nucleus, �p= �1−�p

2�−1/2 and ri�= ��xi
−b�2+yi

2+�p
2�zi−vpt�2�1/2 denotes the �time-dependent� dis-

tance between the target nucleus and the ith projectile elec-
tron.

Starting from the vector potential �1�, we can evaluate the
transition amplitudes, for both the excitation and ionization
of the projectiles electrons �4�. For the case of excitation, we
suppose that the ion is in the �many-electron� state ��iJiMi�
before the excitation occurs and in the state �� fJfMf� after it
has passed the target—i.e., that a transition occurs between
two states with well-defined total angular momentum Ji,f and
its projection Mi,f on the quantization axis. In this notation,
moreover, �i,f denote all the additional quantum numbers
that are needed in order to specify the many-electron states
uniquely. For the excitation �i�→ �f�, then, the amplitude
in first-order perturbation theory is given in natural units
��=me=c=1� by �4,35�

Afi�b;Mi,Mf�

= i�p�ZT� dt ei�Ef−Ei�t	� fJfMf��
i=1

N
1 − �p�̂3�i�

ri��t�
��iJiMi� , �2�

where Ei and Ef denote the total energies of the projectile ion
in the initial and final states, and �̂3�i�
 �̂z�i� is the Dirac
matrix for the ith particle. From this transition amplitude, the
cross section for an excitation of the projectile, being ini-
tially in the level i, into the sublevel �� fJfMf� is obtained by
integrating over all the impact parameters,

��� fJfMf� =
2�

2Ji + 1�
Mi

�
0

	

db b�Afi�b;Mi,Mf��2, �3�

and by performing the average over the initial magnetic sub-
levels Mi.

Equation �3� together with the transition amplitude �2� can
be employed to calculate the partial excitation cross sections
and, hence, the alignment of the projectile ions after an ex-
citation has occurred. For practical use, however, it is often
more convenient to reformulate these expressions in momen-
tum space. Performing the Fourier transformation from the
coordinate to momentum space and making use of some
simple algebra �32,35,37�, one is able to evaluate the inte-
grals over the time t and the impact parameter b analytically
and to reexpress the partial excitation cross section �3� in the
form

��� fJfMf� = 2��8�ZT�

�p
�2 1

2Ji + 1


�
Mi

�
q0

	 qdq

�q2 − �q0�p�2�2 �M fi�s;Mi,Mf��2,

�4�

with the transition amplitude

M fi�s;Mi,Mf� = �
LM

iLYLM
�

„arccos�q0/q�,0…	� fJfMf��
i=1

N

�1 − �p�̂3�i��jL�qri�YLM�n̂i���iJiMi� , �5�
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which can easily be expanded into a series of multipole com-
ponents. Instead of the �integration over the� impact param-
eter b, Eq. �4� now contains an integration over the momen-
tum transfer q, starting from the minimum transfer q0= �Ef
−Ei� /vp that is necessary in order to excite the ion from the
initial level ��iJi� to the level �� fJf�.

Equations �4� and �5� describe the Coulomb excitation of
an ion between states of well-defined symmetry. Before we
continue to simplify this transition amplitude and partial
cross sections, let us note here that Eqs. �4� and �5� neglect
the interaction of the projectile electron with the electrons of
the target atom. In the theory of ion-atom collisions, how-
ever, the influence of the target electrons onto the projectile
transitions between the bound states is known to be twofold
�38–40�: Apart from �i� the presence of the target electrons,
which result in a partial screening of the �nuclear� target
potential and, hence, a slight reduction of the excitation cross
sections, �ii� the same electrons may “excite” also the pro-
jectile electrons due to Coulomb collisions, an effect which
is known as antiscreening from the literature �4,5�. Both

these effects can be quite sizable for the total cross sections,
but are of less importance for the alignment of the excited
ionic states. In the present work, therefore, we shall neglect
these effects and concentrate instead on the electron-electron
interactions that appear in the heavy, few-electron projectiles
themselves.

B. Evaluation of transition amplitudes

Equation �5� displays the matrix element for the excitation
of a projectile ion, assuming a representation of the retarded
potential in momentum space. In practice, the great advan-
tage of this expression is that the time dependence, which
was contained originally in the phase and denominator of the
amplitude �2�, is now replaced by the dependence on the
momentum variable q. This replacement enables us to make
use of Racah’s algebra in simplifying the excitation cross
sections. To this end, let us first apply the Wigner-Eckart
theorem to the second line of Eq. �5� and to rewrite the
multipole matrix elements in the form

	� fJfMf��
i=1

N

„1 − �p�̂3�i�…jL�qri�YLM�n̂i���iJiMi� = 	� fJfMf��
i=1

N

jL�qri�YLM�n̂i���iJiMi�

− �p	� fJfMf��
i=1

N

�̂3�i�jL�qri�YLM�n̂i���iJiMi�

=
1

2Jf + 1
	JiMiLM�JfMf�	� fJf���

i=1

N

jL�qri�YL�n̂i����iJi�

− �p �
t=L−1

L+1
1

2Jf + 1
	LM10�tM�	JiMitM�JfMf�


	� fJf���
i=1

N

jL�qri��̂�i� · TtL�n̂i����iJi� , �6�

where TtL
M�n̂�=�m�	Lm1� � tM�YLm�n̂�e� is the standard vec-

tor spherical harmonic of total rank t �15,41�. Inserting this
expression into Eq. �5�, we obtain for the excitation ampli-
tude

M fi�s;Mi,Mf� = �
t

1
2Jf + 1

	JiMitMf − Mi�JfMf�


�
L

iLYLMf−Mi

�
„arccos�q0/q�,0…


	� fJf��HtL�q����iJi� , �7�

if we here define the “effective” reduced matrix element as

	� fJf��HtL�q����iJi� = �tL	� fJf���
i=1

N

jL�qri�YL�n̂i����iJi�

− �p	LM10�tM�


	� fJf���
i=1

N

jL�qri��̂�i� · TtL�n̂i����iJi� .

�8�

Apparently, this effective matrix element combines two
kinds of reduced matrix elements with the �many-body� tran-
sition operator �i=1

N jL�qri�YL�n̂i� of rank L and
�i=1

N jL�qri��̂�i� ·TtL�n̂i� of rank t, respectively. In fact, these
reduced matrix elements form the building blocks that are
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needed in order to represent and to explore the properties of
the projectile excitation. An efficient evaluation of these ma-
trix elements for few-electron heavy ions will be briefly dis-
cussed below in Sec. III.

C. Alignment of the excited ionic states

The partial cross sections �4�, together with the many-
particle transition amplitudes �7�, describe the excitation of
the projectile into a given magnetic sublevel of the ion. If the
cascade feeding from higher-lying levels is neglected, these
cross sections also define the relative population of the sub-
levels �� fJfMf�, following the collision with the target
nucleus. For a fixed and well-defined direction of the ion
beam, this—residual—population usually deviates from a
statistical distribution. In general, �an ensemble of� excited
ions is said to be aligned if all sublevels with the same
modulus of the magnetic quantum number �Mf� are equally
populated, but levels with different moduli are not. Usually,
the alignment of the residual ions is described in terms of
one �or several� parameters Ak�� fJf� which are related to the
partial cross sections ��Mf� as �15,42,43�

Ak�� fJf� =
2Jf + 1

��� fJf�
�
Mf

�− 1�Jf−Mf	JfMfJf − Mf�k0���� fJfMf�

�9�

and where

��� fJf� = �
Mf

��� fJfMf� �10�

denotes the total excitation cross section. Moreover, as seen
from this relation and the symmetry properties of the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the alignment parameters
Ak�� fJf� obey two important properties: They can be non-
zero only if k is even and if the condition k�2Jf is satisfied
�42�. For the projectile excitation to any level with Jf =1 or
3/2, therefore, the alignment of the residual ion is character-
ized by the single parameter

A2�� f Jf = 1�

= 2
��� f Jf = 1 Mf =  1� − ��� f Jf = 1 Mf = 0�

��� f Jf = 1 Mf = 0� + 2��� f Jf = 1 Mf =  1�
�11�

or

A2�� f Jf = 3
2�

=
��� f Jf = 3

2 Mf = 
3
2� − ��� f Jf = 3

2 Mf = 
1
2�

��� f Jf = 3
2 Mf = 

1
2� + ��� f Jf = 3

2 Mf = 
3
2� ,

�12�

while two parameters A2 and A4 are required to describe the
relative population �of the magnetic sublevels� for all levels
with Jf =2 or Jf =5 /2, respectively. Another property of the
alignment parameters Ak�� fJf� which follows immediately
from Eqs. �4� and �9� is that—within the first-order theory—
these parameters do not depend on the charge of the target

nucleus ZT. The numerical results presented in Sec. IV, there-
fore, describe the projectile alignment following collisions
with both the protons and low-Z target atoms.

III. COMPUTATIONS

For any further analysis of the partial excitation cross sec-
tions or alignment of the excited projectiles, we need to com-
pute the reduced matrix elements 	� fJf��HtL�q����iJi� as seen
from Eqs. �6�–�9� above. Matrix elements of this or similar
type occur frequently in atomic structure and have therefore
been implemented in a number of codes �44–48�. In the
present calculations below, we applied the MCDF wave
functions from the GRASP92 program �49� and adopted, in
addition, the RATIP code �50� in order to obtain all the cross
sections and alignment parameters. In the MCDF method, an
atomic �ionic� state with angular momentum J and parity P
is approximated by a linear combination of �so-called� con-
figuration state functions �CSFs� of the same symmetry:

���PJM� = �
r=1

nc

cr�����rPJM� . �13�

In this ansatz, nc is the number of CSFs and �cr���� denotes
the representation of the atomic state in this basis. As usual,
the CSFs are antisymmetrized products of a common set of
orthonormal orbitals and are optimized, together with the
radial orbital functions, on the basis of the Dirac-Coulomb
Hamiltonian. For high-Z few-electron ions, moreover, it is
typically sufficient to generate the initial and final states
together—i.e., by using a common set of radial orbitals. Fur-
ther relativistic contributions due to the Breit interaction
were added later by diagonalizing the Dirac-Coulomb-Breit
Hamiltonian matrix, while the incorporation of radiative cor-
rections are beyond the scope of the present work. These
corrections are negligible at the present accuracy of angular
resolved measurement on the capture or excitation of high-Z
ions at storage rings �48�.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As already mentioned, measurements of the excitation of
high-Z few-electron projectiles at storage rings are no longer
impractical today. For the K-shell excitation of heliumlike
uranium ions U90+, for example, first experiments have been
performed recently at the GSI facility in Darmstadt �33�. In
the experiments, special attention has been paid to the mag-
netic sublevel population of the 1s2p1/2 and 1s2p3/2 states as
was deduced from the angular distributions of the subsequent
K �2 and K �1 decay, correspondingly. In order to provide a
theoretical support for these measurements as well as to get
deeper insight into the many-body aspects of the heliumlike
system studied, below we apply Eqs. �6�–�10� for analysis of
the K→L excitation of uranium U90+ ions.

If the single-electron excitation appears in the collision of
the heliumlike projectile with target atom �or molecule�, we
find the residual ion in one of the 1snlj 1,3LJ excited states.
For the particular case of excitation to the L shell, six �ex-
cited� states may be populated and give later a contribution
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to the subsequent radiative decay. As seen from Fig. 1, how-
ever, the K→L excitation of heliumlike uranium ions results
in an almost selective population of the 1s2s 1S0,
1s2p1/2

3P1, and 1s2p3/2
1P1 ionic states as it was discussed

early in Ref. �51�. The total cross sections �10� for these
states are at least 50 times larger than the population cross
sections for the other levels. Such a selective population
leads to the fact that only 1s2p3/2

1P1 and 1s2p1/2
3P1 states

contribute to the characteristic K �1 and K �2 lines, corre-
spondingly. The excitation to the 1s2s 1S0 level does not pro-
duce K �2 photons since this level decays through the two-
photon 2E1 emission.

As seen from Fig. 1 and discussion above, any analysis of
the angular and polarization properties of the K �1,2 photons
can be traced back to the magnetic sublevel population of the
1s2p3/2

1P1 and 1s2p1/2
3P1 states. For both states, this popu-

lation can be described by the single alignment parameter
A2. In the present work, we have applied Eqs. �6�–�10� to-
gether with the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock approach in
order to investigate the energy dependence of this parameter
for the excitation of heliumlike uranium U90+ ions. One can
see from Fig. 2 that alignment A2 of the 3P1 as well as 1P1
state is large and negative for low energy collisions with
Tp�100 MeV /u. This refers to a predominant population of
the Mf =0 magnetic substate �cf. Eq. �11�� and therefore to an
alignment which could be characterized as perpendicular to
the beam direction. In fact, such an interpretation is consis-

tent with a classical picture, in which the orbital angular
momentum transferred in a collision is found perpendicular
to the collision direction and, hence, the K→L excitation is
governed mainly by the transition with Mf =Mi=0. For the
higher collision energies, however, the classical picture is not
valid anymore due to the increasing role of relativistic and
magnetic effects. These effects result in a strong population
of the magnetic sublevels with Mf = 1 and subsequently in
positive values of the parameter A2. For the projectile energy
Tp=600 MeV /u, for instance, this parameter is as large as
+0.45 and +0.27 for the 3P1 and 1P1 cases, indicating
a—more than 65%—population of Mf = 1 substates.

Besides analyzing the magnetic sublevel population of the
1s2p1/2

3P1 and 1s2p3/2
1P1 states for the relatively slow

�Tp�100 MeV /u� and fast �Tp�400 MeV /u� uranium
ions, it is interesting to consider the alignment parameters A2
at the intermediate energies of 150�Tp�400 MeV /u—i.e.,
for the energy region which is available in the collisions
experiments at GSI storage ring. In this region, parameters
A2�3P1� and A2�1P1� become rather small and even vanish at
energies Tp=165 MeV /u and Tp=324 MeV /u, resulting,
thus, in an almost isotropic angular distribution of thesubse-
quent K �2 and K �1 lines, correspondingly. Moreover, be-
tween these two energies, the parameters A2�3P1� and
A2�1P1� have opposite signs, indicating qualitatively differ-
ent angular behavior of the characteristic photons. That is,
while the subsequent K �1 radiation has maximum at the
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emission angle �=90°, the K �2 angular distribution should
be minimal in this direction. Such a behavior has recently
been observed experimentally �52� and now is confirmed by
our calculations.

Until now we have discussed Coulomb excitation of the
heliumlike uranium U90+ ions to the different L subshells. In
the relativistic collisions of the uranium projectiles with the
target atoms �molecules�, however, M-shell excitation is also
possible and leads to a formation of ten 1s3lj 1,3LJ levels.
Again, only few of these levels will be populated strongly
enough to give �significant� contribution to the subsequent
radiative decay. From our calculations, based on Eq. �10�, we
found that the Coulomb excitation proceeds nearly exclu-
sively to the 1s3p1/2

3P1, 1s3p3/2
1P1 and 1s3s1/2

1S0 states.
Since the 3 1S0 state cannot be aligned, we carry our align-
ment analysis for two P states. Parameters A2 for these states
are displayed in Fig. 3 as a function of projectile energy Tp.
Similar to the L-shell excitation, these parameters are nega-
tive for slow ions, but become large and positive for high
collision energies of Tp�400 MeV /u. Such a similarity can
be explained by the fact that pairs of parameters A2�23P1�
and A2�3 3P1� as well as A2�2 1P1� and A2�3 1P1� describe
the alignment of the states with the same symmetry and just
differ �apart from rather weak configuration interaction
terms� in the radial integrals which are used for computation
of the reduced matrix elements �8�.

In the discussion above, we have restricted ourselves to
the excitation of the heliumlike uranium U90+ projectiles for
which a number of studies have been performed at the GSI
storage ring �33,52�. Apart from the two-electron species,
most recent attention has been paid to lithiumlike uranium
U89+ ions. For these ions, detailed analysis of the character-
istic x-ray emission following relativistic collisions with mo-
lecular N2 target has been carried out and has revealed im-
portant information about inner-shell ionization as well as
inner- and intrashell Coulomb excitation processes �11�. In
the present work, therefore, we would like to investigate the
magnetic sublevel population of the lithiumlike ions follow-
ing the inner-shell excitation. Such a process results in a
formation of eight 1s2s2lj 1,3LJ levels which may later decay
either by emitting a characteristic x-ray or by emitting Auger
electrons. Since for high-Z ions the autoionization is less
preferable, in the present work we restrict ourselves to the
discussion of the radiative decay channels. Similar to the
case of the heliumlike ions, a detailed analysis of the total

excitation cross sections has been performed in order to iden-
tify the lithiumlike levels which may �significantly� contrib-
ute to the anisotropy of the subsequent projectile emission.
Two of such states 1s2s2p1/2

4P3/2 and 1s2s2p3/2
2P3/2 have

been found from our MCDF calculations �cf. Fig. 4�. Align-
ment parameters A2 for both states are displayed in Fig. 5.
Again, a strong energy dependence of the alignment param-
eters can be seen from this figure. Moreover, similar to the
heliumlike ions, negative alignment arises due to the inner-
shell excitation at low projectile energies, while the relativ-
istic and magnetic interaction effects which become stronger
at high Tp lead to a predominant population of the Mf
= 3 /2 substates and, hence, to the positive values of A2
�cf. Eq. �12��.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In conclusion, the Coulomb excitation of few-electron
heavy ions in relativistic collisions with low-Z target atoms
�or protons� has been studied within the framework of the
first-order perturbation theory and combined with multicon-
figuration Dirac-Fock computations. Special emphasis was
placed on the magnetic sublevel population of the residual
ions as described by set of the alignment parameters Ak. For
these parameters, general expressions have been derived
which neither depend on the number of electrons nor on the
shell structure of the ions under consideration. By making
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use of our general formalism, detailed computations were
carried out for the K→L and K→M excitation of heliumlike
U90+ and lithiumlike U89+ uranium projectiles. From these
calculations, we found a strong dependence of the magnetic
sublevel population of the residual ions on the collision en-
ergy. In particular, for relatively low projectile energies Cou-
lomb excitation leads to a predominant population of the
magnetic sublevels with minimal magnetic quantum number
�Mf =0 for Jf =1 and Mf =1 /2 for Jf =3 /2� and, hence, to
negative values of the alignment parameters; the result which
can be understood within the classical, nonrelativistic pic-
ture. In contrast, the role of relativistic and magnetic inter-
action effects dramatically increases for higher energies of
Tp�400 MeV /u, resulting in significant population of the
�Mf�=Jf states and in large positive values of alignment.
Moreover, we found the region of “intermediate” collision
energies where the alignment of both the heliumlike and
lithiumlike excited ions vanishes, indicating, thus, the isotro-
pic behavior of the subsequent x-ray emission. Our align-
ment studies will help to understand the angular and polar-
ization properties of the subsequent x-ray emission from
high-Z few-electron projectiles which nowadays attracts
much experimental interest.

The first-order perturbation approach, used in our present
calculations, is appropriate for the analysis of modern colli-
sion experiments at storage rings involving heavy projectiles
and light targets. If, however, the nuclear charge of the target
atom ZT increases, the interaction between the projectile
electron and the atomic nucleus may become so strong that
the first-order theory is not valid anymore �40�. Therefore,
for an accurate treatment of the alignment of heavy ions
excited in collisions with medium-Z or even high-Z targets
our present theory has to be extended to take into account
higher-order effects in electron-nucleus interaction. Investi-
gations along these lines are currently under way and will
support the experimental research which are likely to be car-
ried out in the future at the GSI storage ring.
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